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Abstract. Design activities vary from high-degree of freedom in early design
stages to highly constrained solution spaces in late ones, which entail large
amount of design expertise. A top-down approach based on nested assemblies and
custom functions is proposed to embed such a design expertise in reusable
parametric objects. The expertise from senior designers involved in the definition
of an example of a building service core have been embedded in a reusable
parametric model, which will be adapted in real-time to a preliminary massing
study of a building embedding design intents. This interaction drives the
adaptation of the service core to the shifting characteristics of the building during
design exploration, providing feedback between design intent and key technical
considerations to support decision-making.

1.

Introduction

Currently, multiple parallel models handle different aspects of a project, from
master models describing the building shape to specific components handling
technical issues. This variety of models must remain consistent while dealing with
different domains of knowledge such as architectural design, structure, HVAC, or
MEP systems [1]. A wide range of expertise from the above domains can be
embedded into parametric objects by capturing design and engineering
knowledge within parameters, constraints, or conditionals [2]. However, the
specific case of architecture entails a significant amount of implicit knowledge in
some design decisions, which makes translations into parametric environments
more difficult. Expert designers make such decisions from their experience
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balancing design intent and inputs from technical domains in a very efficient and
synthetic manner. From the perspective of Bloom’s taxonomy of learning
domains [3], expert designers are in the evaluation category, which is the higher
level, because they have not only knowledge and know-how to apply it, but they
make also judgments and assess the effectiveness of their decisions. Their critical
thinking allows them to compare alternatives, review previous experiences,
include external criteria, and assess the viability of design solutions in a very
short time. This expertise, developed through professional practice, is usually not
declared nor formalized. On the contrary, design expertise is strongly based on
rules of thumb from trial-and-error or assumptions derived from previous
experience, and only the expert designer knows how to take advantage of it. This
research attempts to formalize this kind of expertise in such a way that it can be
embedded in parametric objects that behave according to such empirical
knowledge for further reusability [4].
The required expertise in architecture varies along design stages. While
decisions in early stages tend to involve more design innovation, in late stages
tend to involve more problem solving [5]. Early decisions have stronger impact
on the overall building functionality and cost than changes in the late stages [6]
because they define the context for further developments (Figure 1). In current
design practice, major effort takes place during the late documentation stage, in
which most of the design changes occur. This research attempts to re-distribute
such efforts closer to the initial stages, minimizing the effects of design
modifications. Formalizing and embedding implicit design knowledge in reusable
parametric objects can contribute to such redistribution by including key design
expertise regarding fundamental technical considerations in early design stages.
To evaluate this approach, an example of a building service core for mid-size
office buildings, provided by a well-known architectural firm, will be presented.
This case was used to examine current design practices as well to test a new
design approach. This case entails two main components representing two aspects
of the design domain: the building massing study model (MSM), driven by the
design intent, and the generic service core model (SCM), embedding technical
and design knowledge. The design expertise derived from empirical experience
and proven design solutions of a senior designer was captured and embedded in a
parametric SCM adapted to the shifting shape of a MSM of a building. The
integration of both models attempts to make explicit the implicit knowledge
regarding the technical aspects determined by expert designers while they
evaluate potential design alternatives. In fact, the SCM is the result of empirical
rules formalized into parametric relationships and constraints. The MSM, which
represents the very first schematic design, shares parameters with the SCM in
real-time, and this linkage triggers the instantiation in the early design stages of
the embedded design expertise into the parametric model of the SCM, facilitating
the process of design knowledge re-usability from the designer’s perspective. The
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purpose of this design-knowledge-based approach is to include in the early
decision-making process relevant information, embedded in an assembling of
parametric objects, which will define the boundary conditions for further design
development.

Fig. 1. Impact of changes throughout the design stages, curve 1 represents the
impact of cost and functionality of a design decision, curve 2 cost of the design changes,
curve 3 the current design practice, and curve 4 the desired redistribution of the
design efforts (Adapted from Eastman, C. et al., BIM Handbook, 2008).

2.

Case Study : Building Service Core Modeler

Building design involves two different approaches for balancing design intents
and technical feasibility. While the outer shape of the building demands
maximum design freedom, the core of the building involves large amount of
highly constrained repetitive tasks. The example, provided by a well-known firm,
is about the automatic generation of a building service core for a mid-size office
building. This case study entails two major components : a MSM of a building
driven by design intents, and a generic SCM storing the design expertise derived
from technical domains. During design exploration the MSM drives the
adaptation of the SCM to the shifting geometry of the building.
2.1.

Massing Study

This specific example deals with office buildings. Although most of them are
simple towers with circular, square, or rectangular plans, some of them have quite
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complex shapes (Figure 2). These high-rises below seventy stories height place
the service core mainly in the center on the tower, providing open plans for
variable layouts. Office buildings have a very regular floor-to-floor height, with
the exception of the lobby, mechanical floors, and special cases because of
structural requirements or specific client needs. The floor-to-floor height for
office space can reach between 13’- 4’ and 14’, and the space above the ceiling
varies depending on the structure and mechanical systems. Regarding technical
floors, the tendency during the last ten years has been to avoid medium level
mechanical floors, having one mechanical floor at the top of the building and
frequently a full or partial mechanical floor above the lobby, which are two times
higher than a typical office floor. The top floor contains cooling towers, water
tanks, elevator equipment, restroom and smoke exhaust fans, fans that pull in
outside air and pump it down throughout the outside air shaft to the HVAC rooms
on each floor. The floor below this mechanical level is about one foot taller than
the typical office floor because the structure supporting the mechanical floor is
deeper and the ceiling accommodates piping related to the above mechanical
equipment. Variations in the MSM regarding these considerations can trigger an
entire chain reaction in the SCM, which is strongly dependent on the MSM. In
current practice, most of these variations imply a significant amount of tedious
work to readjust the service core. Having a fluid interaction between both models
can minimize the work derived from modifications of the building shape.

Fig. 2. Examples of massing study models.

2.2.

Service Core

The service core is the building component that contains the elevators, the
restrooms, the emergency stairs, and space for several technical systems
(Figure 3). Different building plan ratios demand specific configurations that
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correspond to four dominant patterns : linear, for rectangular plans, with access
from the perimeter; split, for the same plans, and access from a corridor in the
middle; offset, for small or narrow plan, which places the service core outside of
the volume of the building; and square, for square plans, which can include a
corridor or not. The above layouts share the majority of the design rules. These
rules for an office building define one passenger elevator per 40,000-50,000 sf. of
gross area, depending on the desired density, grouped in banks from four to eight
elevators, and one service elevator per 500,000 sf. For example, a thirty-three
story building of 800,000 sf. of gross area should have two service elevators and
sixteen passenger elevators, grouped in two banks of eight elevators or possible
three banks, two of six elevators and one of four. Restrooms are allocated ether in
the unused lobby space of the express elevators or in the available space where
banks has been dropped. The others components, the electrical and
telecommunication closets, and the HVAC room are normally grouped for
efficiency reasons with the service elevators and at least one stair in a service
module (SM) that is repeated from the bottom to the top of the building. Although
most of the listed components of the service core have referential dimensions,
they vary depending on the size and number of floors, floor plan density, and
technical equipment choices.

Fig. 3. Linear service core layout.

Whereas lower levels of the building are highly populated by elevators, just a
few numbers of them remain in higher levels. The drop-off sequence is the
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process of continuous reduction of elevators along the building, which also affects
the re arrangement of the service core layout. Different banks of elevators provide
access to different vertical sections of the building, based on building square feet
and planned density per elevator. This specific example (Figure 4) corresponds to
the linear layout for office buildings that subdivides the building in four
equivalent sections using the square footage as main input. In the case study,
elevators are organized in four banks. Each bank provides access to 25% of the
building. Therefore, in three key floors one bank of elevators disappears :
lower-mid, mid, and higher-mid. In these key floors several rules drive the
rearranging process of the service core for taking the maximum advantage of the
available space. For example, the lobby space which express elevators do not use
is used to place restrooms in office buildings. When a bank of elevators serving
lower floors is not needed anymore, the available space can be redistributed for
restrooms, or additional office space. Indeed, in office buildings, restrooms are
constantly reallocated along the building maximizing the available space for other
purposes. The same principles of rearrangement and reallocation apply to rest of
the spaces contained in the service core.

Fig. 4. Elevators drop-off sequence of linear layout.
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3.

Service Core Modeler Prototype

The first prototype (Figure 5) was developed to test the general top-down
approach in a building subdivided into four sections with a linear service core
layout. In this prototype, the massing study model MSM in Rhino by McNeel
exported the square feet floor-by-floor onto a spreadsheet used to drive the
instantiation of the service core model SCM. Custom functions implemented in
MatLab find in the spreadsheet the key floors where elevators are dropped and
provides feedback to the designer regarding design variations. The resulting key
floors are recognized by a SCM in Digital Project by Gehry Technologies to drive
the propagation according to the MSM. After every variation of the MSM, the
information regarding the square feet floor-by-floor is updated and used to find
the key floors where elevators are dropped. Although this distributed workflow
demonstrated the feasibility of information exchange among applications, it still
has limitations in terms of real-time interaction between the MSM and the SCM
since the MSM must be imported onto the SCM for visual feedback.

Fig. 5. Massing study in Rhino, and parametric service core in Digital Project.
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3.1.

Massing Study Model (MSM)

The MSM (Figure 6) represents the design intent, and the whole set of
consideration described in Section 2. Multiple form-finding methods exist for the
generation of the outer building shape. The following generative method [7]
reproduces the entire outer shape of the building from scratch for every design
variation. This method is only used for the purpose of this study, but other
methods can be applied to obtain similar outcomes. Indeed, some BIM tools
provide automatic schedules and reports about gross areas that can be exported
via text or spreadsheet files. However, they still have some limitations regarding
real-time updating of this shared information after every design variation. To
address this limitation, a custom function implemented in Rhinoscript extrudes
the shape of the building through generation curves provided by the designer and
slices the resulting building envelope to obtain floor gross areas. The slicing
interval varies depending on the floor type. The designer must define values for
the
floor-to-floor height of the typical office floor; for the taller lobby
space; for the technical floors above the lobby and at the top of the building,
which are usually twice as tall as a typical office floor; and for the office floor
below the technical floor at the top, which is normally one foot taller than the
typical one for structural reasons. Finally, the building square feet profile is
exported into an excel spreadsheet, which will be the main input driving the
adaptation process of the generic SCM to the shifting MSM.

Fig. 6. Example of a massing study of a twisted tower: the lofted façade through
generation curves provided by the designer, and the floor-by-floor gross areas.
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3.2.

Drop-off Sequence Solver (DSS)

The DSS is the interface between the MSM and the SCM. This solver identifies
the key floors where banks of elevators should be dropped (Figure 5). A bank of a
variable number of elevators must satisfy the requirements of a specific vertical
section of the usable building area (UBA), the area around the service core,
excluding the lobby and the technical floors. The size of every section defines the
target for every bank. For example, an office building divided in four vertical
sections has four banks of elevators that will stop at particular floors that define
the lower-mid, mid, higher-mid, and the top key floors each, satisfying 25% of
the UBA. Therefore, the first bank should stop at 25% of the UBA, the second at
50%, the third at 75%, and the last one at 100%. However, the MSM does not
provide such a UBA. On the contrary, it provides the gross building area (GBA).
To obtain the actual UBA from the GBA, the designer must subtract on every
floor the area occupied by the banks. The problem is that we never know the
actual UBA until we define the banks, and we do not know where to drop the
banks if we do not know the actual UBA. To address this problem, the proposed
approach redefines the UBA while the areas of the banks are subtracted
floor-by-floor, and readjusts the targets for the banks of every section at the same
time. Since it is based on the building square footage, it can be applied to a wide
variety of shapes. The approach has three functions that address the task : the
retarget, which constantly redefines the area of every section or target areas for
the banks of elevators; the keyFloorFinder; and the feedBack provider, which
informs the designer about the efficiency of the resulting arrangement of
elevators.
3.2.1.

Re-Target

The reTarget function (Algorithm 1) defines the target for the banks of elevators
in terms of the amount of area they must cover in every section of the building.
The parameters of this function are the UBA and the building sections (bs). The
outputs are the target areas (ta) for every bank of elevators (be). Before any
subtraction of the areas occupied by the banks of elevators takes place, the UBA
array corresponds to the GBA provided by the building MSM. The number of
building sections bs normally varies from two to four, depending on the size of
the building and the number and capacity of the elevators. This parameter also
determines the number of banks of elevators be. This specific version of the
reTarget function divides the total building area (tba), which is the sum of all
these discrete areas in the UBA array, by the number of sections bs and defines a
proportional fraction (f) of the tba. This fraction f multiplied by the index of a
building section bs provides the target for the bank be of that section. Thus, f
multiplied by indices ranging from one to the number of sections define the first
to the last target of the banks be, which will increase by a constant interval
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defined by f. Since the proposed distribution is based on areas, it assumes a
homogeneous density of people per floor. However, different densities can
determine non-homogeneous distributions. Sections of the building defined by
density are not common because the use of space varies through time, but they
can easily be implemented if necessary.
reTarget (UBA, bs)
Inputs: UBA, the array of floor plan areas; bs, the number of sections of a building
Outputs: ta, the target areas for every bank of elevators bs
tba = 0
{total building area}
for i  1 to length(UBA)
tba = tba + UBA[i]
f= tba / bs
{proportional sections of the building}
for j  1 to bs
{indices of building sections}
ta[j] = f * j
{array of target areas}
return ta
Algorithm 1. Definition of the target areas for every bank of elevators.
3.2.2.

Key floor Finder

The task of the keyFloorFinder (Algorithm 2) is to identify where banks of
elevators must be dropped. Since every bank must satisfy a target area of a
specific building section, a counter for every bank of elevators (sa) records the
served usable areas per floor until to reach the target. Simultaneously, another
variable for every bank records the floor where it occurs. The target must be
redefined in every iteration of the above process by invoking the reTarget
function because the total building area tba that defines the target is constantly
modified. The keyFloorFinder iterates floor-by-floor until the last bank reaches
its target. It has five inputs and four outputs. The inputs are the GBA, the number
of sections of the building (bs), the number of elevators per bank (ne), the
boundary factor (bf) that decides when the targets have been reached, and the
service module area (sma). The outputs are the arrays of the key floors (key)
where the banks are dropped, the usable area served by every bank (sa), the target
areas for every bank (ta), and the resulting UBA. The initial operation to finding
the UBA and the other outputs is the subtraction of the area of the service module
sma (Section 2) from the GBA, which is the same from the bottom to the top of
the building. The resulting UBA and the number of sections bs are the inputs for
the reTarget function that will provide the first array of targets ta for every bank
of elevators. With targets ta, this function iterates floor-by-floor until it reaches
the last target, executing three steps that address different aspects of the problem
The first step compares the counters for served areas sa and the target areas ta
of every bank. If any bank has not reached its target, and if the difference between
ta and sa is bigger than the percentage of the UBA of the current floor determined
by the input bf, the area occupied by the bank is subtracted from the UBA of the
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current floor. For example, if bf is 0.5, the remaining area to reach the target must
be larger than 50% of the UBA of the current floor to justify the subtraction.
Because all the subtractions must be executed before updating the counter for
served areas, a second independent step updates the counters of the served areas
sa and the key floors key for every bank be. By controlling the boundary factor bf,
designers can avoid adding the entire UBA of the current floor if the served area
sa is a few square feet below the target. In the case that a bank has exceeded its
served area because of the redefinition of its target, the last step restores the
subtracted areas from the UBA and updates the counter sa and the variable key for
every bank. Only after these three steps, the targets are redefined for the next
iteration.
keyFloorFinder(GBA, bs, ne, bf)
Inputs: GBA, gross building areas array; bs, number of building sections; ne, elevators
per bank; bf, boundary factor; sma, service module area
Outputs: key, key floors array; sa, array of the area served by every bank; ta, the target
areas for every bank; UBA, the resulting usable building area
cf = 1
{current floor}
ba = ne * 90
{bank area determined by 90 sf. per elevator}
for k  to length(GBA)
UBA[k] = GBA[k] - sma
{subtracting the service areas from the GBA}
ta = reTarget(UBA, bs)
{defining the target for every section }
while cf <= length(UBA)
{iterating floor-by-floor}
for i  1 to bs
{checking if the target has been reached}
if sa[i] < ta[i] & ta[i] – sa[i] >= UBA[cf] * bf
UBA[cf] = UBA[cf] - ba {subtract bank area from the current floor}
for j  1 to bs
{checking if the target has been reached}
if sa [j] < ta[j] & ta[j] - sa [j] >= UBA[cf] * bf
sa [j] = sa [j] + UBA[cf] {updating the served areas and the key floors}
key[j] = key [j] + 1
for q  1 to bs
{checking if a bank has exceeded its target}
if sa[q] > ta[q] & sa [q] - ta[q] >= UBA[cf] - UBA[cf] *bf
sa[q] = sa[q] - UBA[key[q]]
{giving back UBA at the key floor}
UBA[key[q]] = UBA[key[q]] + ba {giving back ba at key to the UBA}
for p  q +1 to bs
sa[p] = sa[p] + ba
key[q] = key[q] -1
ta = reTarget(UBA, bs)
cf= cf + 1
return key, sa, ta, UBA

{adding current ba to the sa of other banks}
{updating the key floor}
{re-defining the ta for every building section }
{increasing floor level}

Algorithm 2. Key floor where elevators are dropped, Notation adapted from [8].
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3.2.3.

Feedback

This function provides information to the designer about the efficiency of the
arrangement of elevators (Figure 7). Since the designer can change the number of
vertical sections of the building and the number and capacity of the elevators per
bank, a wide variety of configurations of the service can be generated. This
function (Algorithm 3) provides information to select a configuration of the
service core based on quantitative indicators. This version compares the capacity
and the actual served areas sa of the banks be and informs in terms of percentage
the UBA served by every bank and if they are below or above their nominal
capacity.
feedBack(UBA, sa, ne, ecap)
Inputs: UBA, usable building area; sa, array of the area served by every bank; ne, the
number of elevators per bank; ecap, the capacity of the elevators
Outputs: bp, UBA served by every bank; ucap, used capacity of the banks
tbc = ne * ecap
{total bank capacity}
section[1] = sa[1]
{first building section area}
for i  length(sa) to 2
section[i] = sa[i] - sa[i-1]
{isolated building sections areas}
for j  1 to length(sa)
bp[j] = section[j] * 100 /UBA
{% of UBA served by every bank}
ucap[j] = section[j] * 100 / tbc
{used capacity of the banks}
return bp, ucap
Algorithm 3. Feedback regarding the efficiency of the arrangement of elevators.
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Fig. 7. Preliminary study : areas of elevators in yellow,
restrooms in purple, and service module in cyan.

3.3.

Service Core Model (SCM)

The parametric architecture of the SCM is based on a top-down approach that
consists of a hierarchical structure of different levels of nested assemblies and
single parts [9]. The design expertise resides in all the relationships across these
different components. In this prototype, the driving parameters are the floor-tofloor heights and the key floors where elevators will be dropped. These key floors
determine where to place auxiliary planes (Figure 8) to divide the SCM in vertical
sections that organize the propagation of objects such as restrooms or elevators.
This specific example divides the building in four sections with five reference
planes for the linear layout and its drop-off sequence described in Section 2,
which predefines the floor plans for every section. The first plane (p0) is placed in
the first office floor in the next level from the technical floor above the lobby. The
position of the remaining planes is defined by an offset distance from this first
office floor. The distance is the product of floor-to-floor height and the current
key floor: h and k1, h and k2, h and k3, and h and k4 for planes p1, p2, p3, and p4,
respectively.
Parametric sketches of the floor plans placed in the reference planes contain
pre-defined configurations of the linear layout. These parametric sketches embed
all the relationships and design rules described in Section 2 regarding the
dimensions of the stairs, the electrical and telecommunication closets, the room
for mechanical systems, and shafts. These objects are generated from the sketches
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and propagated throughout the building sections (Figure 9). Another tested
method is the propagation of predefined parametric solid objects. This second
method is recommended for more complex objects since every object is stored in
an independent file, facilitating editions and replacement of objects in the general
assembly of the SCM. In both cases, the vertical propagation requires the same
two parameters : the number (n) and the distance between items (d). The number
of items n is the result of the division of the distance between planes, which
define the lower and upper bound of the propagation, by the floor height h. The
interval d is equal to h. Several objects such as restrooms, elevators, or areas for
technical equipment are propagated between lower and upper bounds using this
procedure. For example, the service module is propagated from the bottom to the
top of the building from p0 to p4, and the first bank of elevator from p0 to p1.
Similar logic is applied for the restroom areas. The same method of vertical
propagation is applied to parametrically control the number of elevators and other
items in every floor.

Fig. 8. Reference planes.
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4.

Conclusions

The first prototype demonstrates the feasibility of formalizing expertise into
reusable parametric objects. The implementation of algorithms that solve
repetitive tasks can provide instantaneous responses and improve the accuracy of
the design proposals in early design stages. However, the proposed approach still
has challenges and limitations regarding real-time updating and the scope of the
embedded design expertise. Although the SCM can be exported onto the MSM,
they are not fully integrated yet. The distributed design environment built with a
combination of Rhino, Excel, MatLab, and Digital Project has too many
exchanges, and in some cases the information must be exported manually,
affecting the interaction.
Design processes are driven by a high percentage of non-declared rules, but at
least some of them can be rationalized and formalized to make explicit implicit
assumptions in design decisions. For this formalization, parametric modeling
tools and application-programming interfaces have proven being effective means
for descriptions of a variety of parameters, constraints, rules, and hierarchical
relationships. These means allow embedding design expertise in parametric
objects at the assembly as well at the part level. Despite the embedded expertise
entails a significant amount of inter-relationships among objects, the proposed
top-down approach can handle the complexity by nesting objects within objects in
a chain of dependencies. It also provides simple and efficient control for the entire
SCM during the instantiation, facilitating the reusability of design expertise from
the designer’s perspective. The integration of the MSM and the SCM provide
feedback from technical aspects in the early design stages for decision-making.
This interactive process generates well-defined design drafts, balancing design
intent and technical considerations. The scope of such technical aspects can be
constantly extended since in every new project assemblies and single parts,
representing design domains, can be refined in terms of shape, parametric
relationships, and rules. Although current BIM tools are continuously improving
their parametric features, they are still limited in terms of allowing such exchange
of information in real-time among objects within a parametric model. Bridging
these gaps requires the development of custom functions implementing
algorithms describing the behavior of objects driven by design expertise.
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